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ABSTRACT: 

To observe coronal magnetic fields with Gauss-level resolution and integration 
times significantly less than an hour, a meter-class coronagraph is required.  
Classical refracting designs are attractive for several reasons.  It is easier to 
achieve and maintain low levels of scattered light with a refracting primary, and 
they have very low levels of polarization cross-talk.  A meter-class fused-silica 
lens, however, might weigh over 400 Kg.  This work examines the deformation of 
such a lens under its own weight and with vacuum loading with several different 
configurations (f/number, lens diameter, lens thickness, etc.).  The optical 
distortion and levels of stress-induced birefringence are determined.  We find that 
a 1.5m lens of fused silica would meet all requirements for COSMO.   

 
 
Methodology 
Evaluating the effects of stress on a lens requires several steps, using many software tools.  First, 
a suitable refracting design is obtained using Zemax optical modeling software.  That lens 
geometry is duplicated in a Solid Works model, where a suitable lens mounting strategy is also 
implemented.  The solid elements are then analyzed with COSMOS Finite Element Analysis 
(FEA) software.  FEA analysis involves dividing the lens into thousands of discrete elements, 
and analyzing the element-to-element forces to predict global behaviors.  The FEA model 
produces both a displacement and stress tensor for every sub-element of the lens.  The stress data 
are exported and analyzed in MatLab to make predictions about the birefringent properties of the 
lens.  MatLab is also used to fit high-order polynomials to the deformation data, which can then 
be directly exported to Zemax using the MZDDE Zemax DDE toolbox produced by 
Defencetek/CSIR.  Once the deformed shape is imported into Zemax, the change in the point 
spread function (PSF) can be analyzed.  This process is repeated for different lens f/numbers, 
thicknesses, diameters, and telescope right ascensions.  These steps are detailed below.  
 
The Zemax Model 
The lens design is driven by the COSMO science requirements.  COSMO seeks to measure the 
global coronal magnetic fields in a full field of view (FOV) of 1 degree.  Studies show1 that at 
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least 1m aperture is required to obtain reasonable integration times and magnetic field sensitivity.  
Apertures larger than 1.5m are difficult because of the availability of suitable fused silica blanks2 
and the difficulties in building Lyot filters with large enough étendues.  We studied 1.0, 1.4, and 
1.5m diameters, with the later being the diameter of choice for optimal s/n performance.   
 
Two different f/numbers were considered: f/7 and f/5.  f/7 has the advantage of being diffraction 
limited and able to support a vacuum, but has the serious drawback of requiring a 10.5m 
telescope tube just to get to prime focus.  An f/5 telescope is 3m shorter and thus presents a 
substantial savings in facilities cost.  f/5 turns out to be the f/number below which the image 
quality starts to degrade rapidly.3  At this focal ratio, the RMS spot radius is equal to the Airy 
disk diameter.  The shorter focal length requires a lens with a substantial sag (approximately 
70mm).  Because the lens is so much thinner at the edges, it will no longer support a vacuum 
loading with a reasonable thickness lens (150mm).   
 
To minimize scattered light, the primary lens must be a singlet.  For practical considerations and 
cost, we constrain the primary to have only one aspheric surface.  The lens thickness was 
determined by iteration in this study.  For f/7, it was found that a 10:1 aspect ratio (diameter to 
thickness) was adequate to support a vacuum in sizes up to 1.5m.  An f/5 lens will not support a 
vacuum in thicknesses within available blank sizes.  The primary concern becomes having 
adequate edge thickness to support the lens’s weight.  With a 150mm center thickness, the edge 
thickness is approximately 67mm.  The FEA analysis shows this is thick enough to support the 
lens without introducing excessive stress.  Evacuating the telescope tube is not considered 
necessary it the occulting disk is actively cooled and the telescope tube filled with He. 
 
Figure 1 below shows a scale drawing of the 1.5m f/5 objective and the ray tracing through a 
simple filter to camera focus.  Table 1 shows the non-trivial components of the Zemax 
prescription for the lens.  Note that the front surface has the aspherical component.  Applying an 
aphere to the rear surface is less effective. 
 

 
Figure 1: Scale image of 1500mm x 150mm objective with ray tracing to prime focus  

 

SURFACE 
NUMBER 

SURFACE 
TYPE 

RADIUS 
(MM) 

THICKNESS 
(MM) 

CONIC 
CONSTANT 

X2Y0 
ASPHERIC 

TERM 

X0Y2 
ASPHERIC 

TERM 

1 Ext. Polynomial 6845.77 150 0 5.34631e-5 5.34631e-5 

2 Ext. Polynomial -23495.4 7450 0 0 0 

Table 1: Zemax prescription for primary lens 
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Note that the above prescription uses an ‘Extended Polynomial’ surface instead of the more 
common ‘Even Asphere’. This is equivalent to an Even Asphere, since R2 = X2 + Y2.  The 
extended polynomial allows for non-cylindrically symmetric shapes, which are anticipated when 
modeling the lens deformation off zenith.  The parameters were optimized for the image quality 
at the solar limb at 1075nm (FeXIII).  For reference, Figure 2 shows the nominal spot diagrams 
from Zemax at the limb of the solar image and the very edge of the FOV.   

 
Figure 2: Nominal spot diagrams at prime focus and the edge of the FOV 

The boxes in Figure 2 are three arc seconds across, or 3.4 camera pixels across.4  The circles 
represent the Airy disk.  This is considered a satisfactory design; though there is some moderate 
distortion at the edge of the field of view, the image at the limb is very sharp.  The bright light of 
the disk is entirely captured by the occulting disk and won’t contaminate coronal measurements.  
Though it is probably unnecessary to have arc-second resolution at the edge of the FOV, the 
distortion there could be corrected with post-occulter optics if required.  The next step is to 
export this geometry to a solid model for FEA analysis. 
 
The Solid Model 
The software used for the modeling and FEA analysis is Solid Works Office Professional (by 
SolidWorks Corp.), which integrates the FEA package COSMOS Works by Structural Research 
and Analysis Corp.  For the purposes of analyzing stress and calculating deformations, the 
aspherical lens surfaces can be approximated by a best-fit spherical surface (which is readily 
modeled in 3D CAD).  Zemax provides the best fit radius in its ‘sag table’, which for the front 
surface of the lens is 3981.1mm.  It is somewhat surprising to note that nearly half the sagitta of 
the len’s front surface comes from the second order aspherical term.  Figure 3 below plots the 
difference in optical figures between the Zemax model, and the solid model.  The plot shows that 
the maximum deviation in the figures is around +/- 7 microns.  Though significant for optical 
imaging, this is negligible when evaluating the stiffness, stress, and deformation of a lens which 
is more than twenty thousand times thicker.   
 
The mass of the lens shown in Figure 1 is 422Kg.  A lens has been designed which can support 
this weight while minimizing stress points.  This is important because stress can introduce 
birefringence and thus cross-talk between polarization states.  This is more critical in COSMO 
than other large refractors (like the Swedish Vacuum Telescope) because the polarization 
signature of coronal magnetic fields is so small.  To achieve a low-stress mounting, soft rubber 
bushings are used as illustrated in Figure 4.   
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Figure 3:  The difference in figure between the aspheric Zemax and spherical FEA models 

 
Rubber bushings have several advantages over other mechanical mounting methods.  One of the 
key engineering parameters in rubber design is a quantity called “shape factor”, which is the ratio 
of loaded to unloaded area of a rubber pad.  Most solid rubbers (Neoprene, Butyl, Silicone, etc.) 
are nearly incompressible; if constrained on all sides, their bulk modulus is nearly equal to that 
of hydraulic oils (on the order of 150,000 psi, depending on their durometer).  Rubber is only 
‘soft’ because it is allowed to bulge on unloaded surfaces.  As the ratio of loaded to unloaded 
area increases from 0.1 to about 50, the ‘effective’ compression modulus increases by nearly 
three orders of magnitude.  At shape factors of 50, the effective compression modulus is very 
close to the rubber’s bulk modulus.  The shear modulus of rubber, however, is independent of the 
shape factor (since shear does not require bulging), and is about four orders of magnitude less 
than the bulk modulus.  These properties allow for a very nice mounting strategy. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4:  A low-stress rubber mounting for the lens 
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Figure 4 above shows the mounting strategy used in our FEA models.  It consists of three rubber 
pads interposed between the lens (purple) and a metal lens cell (grey “C” shape).  The first pad 
(dark blue) is 30mm wide and 1mm thick (a shape factor of 15).  Even using a relatively soft 35 
durometer rubber, the effective compressive modulus will be approximately 25,000psi.  With an 
area of approximately 220 sq. inches, the axial spring constant of this pad is around 48 million 
lb/in.  A 400kg lens would compress this pad by only about 0.5 microns.  In shear, the spring 
constant is only around 100,000 lb/in.  If the lens cell is aluminum, and the entire assembly 
increases in temperature by 10ºC, the differential displacement between the lens and the cell will 
be approximately 300 microns (for a 1.5 meter diameter lens).  This will cause a radial tension of 
approximately 115N every 10cm around the edge of the lens.  This is comparable to the loading 
due to gravity.  With even modest temperature control of the lens cell assembly, the radial stress 
in the lens can be reduced to negligible numbers.  
 
To support the lens while looking at the horizon, a second (brown) rubber mounting is used.  Its 
shape factor is approximately 1, making its radial stiffness relatively low.  Its durometer and 
overall dimensions are chosen such that its radial stiffness it approximately 10 times higher than 
the shear constant of the first pad, and thus dominates the radial stiffness of the mount.  This 
requires (in this example) a durometer of approximately 75 (about the same as a hard rubber shoe 
sole).  A third thin pad (green) serves as a safety retainer, and does not significantly contribute to 
the forces imposed on the lens.  In a practical implementation, it might be a simple O-ring. 
 
Rubber has the additional benefit that it can remove the effects of lens cell imperfections.  Slight 
differences in the gap between the lens and the cell are readily accommodated.  Liquid urethane 
rubber could also be poured into the gap and allowed to cure hard.  This would take out all 
waviness in the gap and provide a stress-free mount. Traditional three-point cell mounts 
introduce very high stress points, and are well known to produce stress-induced birefringence.  
This birefringence is also unpredictable as the ‘stick-slip’ characteristic of the friction between 
the cell and the lens means the stress is hysteretic and history-dependent. 
 
The rubber-based lens cell was tested in the FEA analysis, but not used in every calculation 
(since thin rubber pads require a very fine ‘mesh’, and are thus computationally intensive).  
Instead, the calculations for image quality and birefringence used only the second (shape factor 
1) pad around the perimeter (to constrain motion in the plane of the lens), with a simple axial (Z-
only) constraint at the edge of the lens. 
 
The Finite Element Analysis 
FEA is based on breaking a continuous solid object into discrete elements.  The process of 
parsing an object into finite elements is called ‘meshing’.  Figure 5 below shows a typical mesh 
for a lens. 
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Figure 5:  A typical (non-uniform) finite element analysis mesh 

Meshes are generated using complex algorithms which first analyze the boundaries of an object, 
any contacting objects (like the supporting rubber elements) then ‘grow’ tetrahedral cells inward 
from the boundaries until the volume is filled.  As the volume is filled, cell growth fronts meet 
and merge.  The resulting distribution of element sizes, shapes, and volumes are typically non-
uniform, even for simple geometric shapes.  Figure 5 shows the default meshing for a 1m lens.  
There are 11005 nodes in this model, with 5,606 volumetric elements, having a roughly 35mm 
characteristic size.  Each node has three DOFs, unless constrained by a boundary condition.  This 
model has 33,015 DOFs.  Each node can be considered connected to its immediate neighbors by 
a spring.  The strength of the spring is calculated using the material’s properties, and each cell’s 
geometry.  The prescribed forces are applied, and the resulting equations of motion are solved.  
Figure 6Figure 7 below show the results for the deformation and stress analysis.  Note that the 
edge rubber is suppressed for display purposes, though it was present in the calculations: 
 

 
 

Figure 6:  10,000x amplified deformation for a ø1m x 70mm lens at zenith 
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In both figures, the red arrow represents the direction of the gravity vector applied to the lens.  
After the analysis is complete, data files containing the Z (axial) displacement for the top and 
bottom surfaces are saved for image quality analysis in Zemax.  The normal X strain (Sx), 
normal Y strain (Sy), and the Y-shear in the Y-Z plane (Txy) for every node throughout the lens 
are also saved for a birefringence calculation using MatLab.  The details of those calculations are 
presented in the following sections. 
 

 
 

Figure 7:  The Txy shear stress in a ø1m x 70mm lens at zenith 

 
It is important to note that the non-uniform distribution of the nodes shown in Figure 5 means 
that there is also a non-uniform weighting in subsequent calculations.  For lens deformation, it is 
reasonable to assume that the best-fit deformed surface is not strongly affected by this slight non-
uniformity.  In the stress-induced birefringence analysis, however, there will not be perfect 
cancellation of the birefringence between symmetric (but opposite) regions of the lens.   
 
Lens Deformation and Image Quality 
The FEA analysis produces the X, Y, and Z displacements for each node in the model (along 
with their nominal X, Y and Z coordinates).  In this analysis, we ignore the X and Y 
displacements of the nodes.  There are several reasons for this.  First, the lens is greatly stiffer in-
plane than in the perpendicular direction.  All else equal, the horizontal displacement of nodes is 
suppressed by this factor.  Secondly, the low curvature of the lens means the light is only 
affected in higher orders by X-Y displacement of nodes.  Finally, as a practical matter, the 
horizontal displacement of the lens nodes are dominated by the deformation of the rubber (when 
the telescope is pointed near the horizon).  Though global lens translation is a potential issue, it is 
not really relevant to the deformation of the lens’ figure we wish to address here. 
 
The Z-deformation of both the front and rear surfaces of the lens at different right ascensions and 
loads are exported to data files.  MatLab was used to perform a least-squares fit of a polynomial 
in X and Y to these data, referenced to the lens’ center.  It was found that a 4th order polynomial 
was adequate to describe the deformation (see Figure 8 below).  If the lens was at the zenith, 
only polynomial terms even in powers of X and Y were fit. 
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a)          b)  
 

c)  

Figure 8:  Lens deformation @ 30º from horizon (a), even polynomial fit error (b), and the error for a full 
(even and odd term) polynomial fit 

Figure 8a shows the raw deformation for the top surface of a ø1m x 70mm lens pointing 30º 
above the horizon.  The dominant deformation is due to the normal component of gravity 
(4.9m/s2) which causes a dishing of the lens with a peak amplitude of approximately 3 microns.  
Figure 8b shows the result of subtracting a best-fit even only 4th order polynomial.  This 
effectively reveals the asymmetric part of the lens deformation (the X-axis is perpendicular to 
gravity).  A similar plot for the bottom surface of the lens is virtually identical; the lens is not 
‘bulging’ at its bottom, but is rather sagging like an “S”.  The amplitude of the asymmetric sag is 
very small – only 0.05 microns peak, or λ/20.  The final plot shows the result of subtracting a full 
4th order polynomial from the surface (even and odd terms).  The peak error is around 0.004 
microns, or λ/250 (out of a 3λ deformation).  The full polynomial transferred to Zemax (for the 
rear surface of the objective) had the following form for this example: 
     
-0.0029 x0y0   +   -1.87e-010 x1y0   +   9.23e-009 x2y0   +   1.45e-015 x3y0   +   4.05e-015 x4y0   + 

-2.82e-007 x0y1   +   -2.79e-011 x1y1   +   1.02e-012 x2y1   +   1.32e-016 x3y1   + 
9.23e-009 x0y2   +   -1.62e-015 x1y2   +   8.07e-015 x2y2   + 

1.02e-012 x0y3   +   5.97e-017 x1y3   + 
4.03e-015 x0y4 

Figure 9:  An example of a fit polynomial to the FEA deformation data 
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The polynomial gives the deformation in mm (the native units used in the Zemax calculations), 
with the X and Y coordinates measured in meters.  Meters are used to prevent extremely small 
coefficients.  Zemax accommodates this scaling with what it calls a “Normalization Radius” in 
the Extra Data Table.  It is worth noting that the Extended Polynomial surface type in Zmax uses 
fixed-point rather than floating-point in its calculations, and all coefficients smaller than 1e-9 of 
the largest term are essentially neglected. 
 
As noted earlier, the nominal lens figure was defined using an Extended Polynomial surface type 
rather than an equivalent Even Asphere.  CSIR/Defencetek produces a nice utility for MatLab 
called “The ZEMAX DDE Toolbox”.  This allows almost total control of the Zemax from within 
a MatLab program, including reading and writing to the Extra Data Table which contains the 
polynomial terms used in the Extended Polynomial surface type.  After MatLab fits a polynomial 
to the deformation data, the CSIR toolbox is used to read the existing entries in the Extra Data 
Editor.  The MatLab program adds the fit polynomial coefficients to the existing values, and 
writes the result back to the Extra Data Table.  Thus the deformation of the lens is superimposed 
on the nominal lens figure.  The FEA deformation data for the front and rear surfaces of the lens 
were fit separately, and transferred to the corresponding surface in the Zemax model.  The 
resulting spot diagrams (corresponding to those shown in Figure 2) were re-calculated (without 
re-focusing), and are shown in Figure 10 below: 
 

 
Figure 10: Spot diagram for deformed ø1m x 70mm lens, 30º off horizon 

Only upon close examination is any difference with the spot diagram shown in Figure 2 evident.   
 
Is this a reasonable result?  To the extent that the deformation is dominated by a spherical (or 
near-spherical) sag, one can calculate the change in focus in closed form.  For a bi-convex lens 
described by (positive) radii R1 and R2, with corresponding nominal sagittas of S1 and S2, the 
change in focus dF in terms of a change in the sagitta of dS (which is positive for one surface, 
and negative for the other), is given by : 
 

( ) dS
SRSRRR

nFdF 







+−−−=

2211
2

2
2

1

2
0

1111
1  
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where (n) is the index of refraction.  The nominal sagittas for each surface is readily calculated if 
the radius of curvature (Rcurv) and radius (Rlens) are known: 
 

22 lenscurvcurv RRRS −−=  
 
Substituting the values for our lens into these equations yields a result that dF = 2.3 dS.  For a dS 
of 3 microns calculated for the 30º-off-horizon case, the expected change in focus is only 6.9 
microns.  This should be compared to the depth of focus for the telescope.  In this case, we have 
a diffraction-limited image at the solar limb.  The depth of focus in that case is D.F. = 4.88·λ·(f/ 
number)2, or 240 microns.  Thus the image distortion is only 3% of the D.F.   
 
If Zemax is asked to re-optimize the focus from 7m, it reduces the focal length by 2 microns, 
whereas the formula above predicts a 6.9 micron increase.  Since Zemax uses the back focal 
length from the lens, the center deformation has to be added to this.  The result is a change in 
focus of approximately 1 micron.  Considering the change in focus is only 0.1ppm, the depth of 
field is 240 microns, and the formula is based on a thin-lens approximation, the factor of 7 
disagreement is perhaps acceptable.  In any case, it is all rather moot; the change in the image 
quality from gravitational distortion of the lens is completely negligible. 
 
The methodology of using MatLab with the CSIR toolbox and Zemax was also tested using 
known surfaces.  For example, a mathematical model of the aspheric front surface of the primary 
was generated in MatLab, a 4th-order polynomial fit to that surface, and that polynomial inserted 
into the Extra Data Field (with the spherical radius in the Lens Data Editor set to infinity).  This 
put 100% of the lens figure into the polynomial fields.  The resulting spot diagrams were 
examined, and found to be identical to the nominal Zemax model.  This and other tests give us a 
high level of confidence in the technique. 
 
The Yerkes Myth 
The “Yerkes myth” is an extremely popular belief that states: ‘you can’t build a telescope larger 
than 1m because the weight of the lens will deform it to such an extent that the image quality 
will be destroyed.’  Though we found some discussions in early literature as Yerkes was being 
commissioned, there is only the most circumstantial evidence5 that it was ever really an issue.  In 
fact, even Hale pointed out that deformation of the lens is self-correcting to a high order.6  We 
have repeated this analysis on an approximation of the Yerkes optics (the published lens figures 
are known to be incorrect, and the glasses are unknown7).  We see completely negligible 
distortion.  There are some clear origins of the myth, including Hale’s political maneuvering to 
justify building a large 100” reflector, but the basic claim that refractors larger than 1m are not 
possible is incorrect.  Some of the original motivation for the claim might have come from the 
low quality of glass available in the late 1800s.  Modern glass (and fused silica in particular) are 
vastly superior to those used in Yerkes. 
 
Stress-Induced Birefringence 
Stress is introduced into the bulk of the lens by supporting its own weight.  This stress causes 
birefringence in the fused silica substrate.  The constant which describes this effect is called the 
“stress optical constant” (SOC).  The SOC for fused silica depends on both the type of fused 
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silica, and the wavelength of the light.  The SOC is difficult to measure, and data are difficult to 
find.  Published8 values for UV-grade fused silica are in the range of 3.3(nm/cm)/(kgf/cm2).  This 
means that there is a difference in path length of 3.3nm for every cm of glass traversed by the 
light, for every kgf/cm2 of (transverse) pressure applied to the glass, between polarization 
aligned and perpendicular to the applied stress.  These values are measured at deep UV 
wavelengths, since a lot of this research is driven by semiconductor lithography requirements.  
Measurements on ‘fused quartz’ show that the SOC decreases with increasing wavelength, and is 
approximately %10 lower at 1 micron9.  Since we do not have measurements for IR-grade fused 
silica, we assume the full 3.3(nm/cm)/(kgf/cm2) UV value for our calculations.       
 
Stress is described by a 3x3 diagonally-symmetric stress tensor, and thus has 6 independent 
components.  The diagonal components are the ‘normal stresses’ Sx, Sy, and Sz, which are the 
pressures applied in the normal direction to faces of a cube aligned with the coordinate axes.  
The off-diagonal terms describe the three independent shears in the material, Txy, Txz, and Tyz.  
The observable in the telescope is the conversion of one type of polarized light into another (such 
as linearly-polarized light to circularly-polarized light).  We use the Stokes parameters I, Q, U 
and V to describe the polarization, and the mixing by a 4x4 Mueller matrix.  The question 
becomes how to combine the stress tensor measured at every node in our FEA model and the 
SOC to produce a Mueller matrix describing the lens.  Though difficult to do exactly, there are 
several approximations which make the calculation much simpler both conceptually and 
computationally. 
 
First, there is the non-commutative behavior of matrices (AB ≠ BA).  This is the same thing as 
saying that two wave plates (A and B) have different affects on the polarization depending which 
comes first (since each is described by a Mueller matrix).  It can be shown, however, that if the 
diagonal elements of the matrices are nearly one, and the off-diagonal elements are small, then 
AB ≈ BA ≈ A+B.  Fortunately, this is exactly the case with weak wave plates.  If one considers 
the lens to be composed of thousands of wave plates (one at each node), then we can simply 
average over all the nodes to get the net birefringence – without regard to whether one cell is in 
front of or next to another.  What remains is determining the effective birefringence at each node. 
 
The next approximation is to notice that three of the stress components do not contribute to the 
Mueller matrix, in lowest order.  Sz is the stress parallel to the nominal direction of the light 
(Poynting vector), and by symmetry cannot contribute to the birefringence.  This assumes that 
the light is exactly parallel to the Z-direction.  In reality, the light will be bent by up to 
~100mRad at the outer edge of the objective’s first surface, causing a coupling to the Sz-induced 
birefringence of about a %10.  We ignore this because FEA modeling shows Sx and Sy are large 
compared with Sz (by a factor of 10 or more) and Sx and Sy contribute in first order.  Similarly, 
Txz and Tyz do not contribute because these are shears where the force is parallel to the 
Poynting vector.  This causes the nodes to behave like Savart plates (splitting the image based on 
polarization), but does not introduce coupling between the Stokes parameters.  It is assumed this 
‘Savart effect’ has a negligible effect on image quality, since there are many telescopes with 
highly-stressed refracting primarys (like the SVST) which reach diffraction-limited performance. 
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Figure 10: Coordinate rotation diagonalizes the stress tensor 

 
If Sz, Txz, and Tyz can be neglected, then the problem is reduced to the two-dimensional 
problem shown in Figure 10 above (the Poynting vector is in the –Z direction).  Note that for 
static equilibrium, Txy=Tyx (the stress tensor is diagonally symmetric).  The next important step 
is to realize that the stress tensor can be diagonalized (the shear components reduced to zero) by 
a simple coordinate system rotation.  Referring to Figure 10, at the appropriate angle θP the shear 
components vanish and all stresses are normal to the faces of the element.  The direction under 
highest tension (σ1) is called the ‘first principle axis of stress,’ and the direction under highest 
compression (σ2) is called the ‘second principle axis of stress.’10 In this coordinate frame, the 
determination of birefringence is evident; the magnitude is given by the SOC multiplied by the 
difference (σ1 – σ2) and the Z-thickness of the element.  The direction of the birefringence is 
simply θP.  These can be calculated from Sx, Sy, and Txy: 
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To perform a vectoral average over the lens, the birefringence is decomposed into a “Q” and “U” 
component, where the Q-component11 is given by (σ1 – σ2)·sin(2·θP), and the U-component (σ1 – 
σ2)·cos(2·θP).  After averaging, the magnitude is reconstructed by ((Q-comp)2 + (U-comp)2 )1/2, 
and the angle by 0.5·atan( Q-comp / U-comp).   
 
To visualize the pattern of birefringence, the lens is broken up into a rectangular grid in X and Y.  
The Q and U birefringence for each node is calculated, and nodes within each X-Y grid ‘bin’ are 
averaged.  Further, since the FEA modeling shows the stress is concentrated on the surfaces of 
the lens, the lens is split into a ‘front’ and ‘back’ half, where the boundary is the median height 
where half the FEA nodes are in the front, and half the FEA nodes are in the back.  The distance 
from the surface to the median height at each X-Y bin is used as the thickness needed to 
calculate the birefringence.   
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Figure 11: X-Y binning, lens surfaces, and the median height for FEA nodes 

 
Figure 11 above shows the typical X-Y binning, and the median height.  Note that the median 
height surface is not smooth like the top and bottom surfaces.  This is due to the non-uniform 
distribution of nodes illustrated in Figure 5.  Figure 12 shows ‘quiver plots’ for the birefringence 
in the front and back halves of a ø1m x 70mm lens looking 30º above the horizon (considered the 
worst-case for birefringence).  Note the ‘lumpiness’ of the median surface causes no obvious 
anomalies in the quiver plots shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12: Direction and magnitude for birefringence in front and back half of lens 

 
It is important to note that the absence of birefringence in the center of the lens is not indicative 
of the absence of stress.  In fact, the stress in the center of the lens is near its maximum value; 
but the difference in the radial vs tangential components of stress is very small.  Also note that 
the arrows pointing straight ‘up’ at x=+/-500mm, y=0mm in the left plot are the same as arrows 
pointing straight ‘down’; a wave plate is identical under a 180º rotation.  Figure 13 below shows 
the result of averaging the front and back halves of the lens: 
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Figure 13: Net birefringence averaged through the lens 

 
All of the results above are very encouraging; the peak value of birefringence in the front half of 
the lens is 1.2nm, and about 1nm in the back half.  Perhaps somewhat contrary to intuition, there 
is not significant cancellation from averaging the front and back halves of the lens.  Though FEA 
results (not shown here) show the front surface of the lens is in compression, and the back half of 
the lens in tension, the difference in radial vs tangential stresses puts the direction of the 
birefringence in (largely) the same direction.  When averaged over all cells in the lens, the net 
birefringence is reduced to only 0.023nm.  When the same analysis is performed for the lens at 
zenith, the birefringence is very symmetrical, and the global average reduces to 0.0026nm.  Why 
isn’t this average zero? 
 
As mentioned earlier, the sampling of the lens is not uniform because of the non-uniform 
distribution of FEA nodes as illustrated in Figure 5.  The global lens average is actually weighted 
by this sampling.  In Figures 12 and 13, the average number of nodes per bin (front + back) was 
42, with a median value of 49 and a standard deviation of 6. 
 
Finally, we can calculate the Mueller matrix for the lens as a whole.  This can be used to put 
limits on the cross-coupling between different polarizations of light in the coronagraph.  Of 
particular interest is the coupling of linearly-polarized (Q or U) light to circularly-polarized (V) 
light.  This is of primary concern because V carries the signature of the magnetic field, and there 
are high levels of linearly polarized light present in the corona and atmosphere:   
 

1.00 0 0 0 
0 1.00 6.4x10-10 1.5x10-5 
0 -6.4x10-10 1.00 8.8x10-5 
0 -1.5x10-5 -8.8x10-5 1.00 

  
Figure 14:  The Mueller matrix for a ø1.5m x 150mm lens 30º above the horizon 

 
For this lens, at this angle, the ‘peak’ conversion to V-polarized light is from U-polarized light, 
with a coefficient of 8.8x10-5.  This is a very small number, but note the sampling effects 
mentioned above cause errors in the estimation of these parameters as well, and the results can 
vary depending on the mesh density and other factors.   It is important to note that this is not the 
total Mueller matrix for the lens, but only for the stress-induced component. The curved front 
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surface of the lens preferentially reflects light with tangential polarization, and thus there are 
some further polarization effects not considered here.12  These other polarization effects are well 
understood from current telescopes, and can be directly calculated in Zemax.    
 
We should note that glass always has some residual birefringence caused by the annealing 
process.  Corning’s 7980 fused silica has a birefringence of less than 1nm/cm of glass for 60”x 
8” boules. This means less than 15nm of optical path difference between orthogonal 
polarizations at the center of the lens. Further, this birefringence is likely to be symmetrical to 
the boule to a large degree. Since the COSMO lens would be harvested from the center of a 
standard 60” boule, this symmetry should help. From experience13

 we know that large 
coronagraph lenses such as the 40cm objective at the Evans coronagraph have small or 
immeasurable net birefringence.  Birefringence seen in one prominence magnetometer14

 is 
attributed to stress in the objective lens caused by an anti-reflection coating on the surfaces of the 
lens.  No antireflection coating is planned for COSMO since the coronagraph design removes the 
effect of multiple reflections in the objective lens and coatings add additional scattered light. 
 

 
Modeling Other Lens Geometries & Vacuum 
We examined other diameters, thicknesses, and the effects of pulling a vacuum on one side of the 
lens with the same methodology.  Vacuums are used to eliminate telescope seeing from 
temperature gradients inside the telescope tube and heating of the occulting disk (which may be 
heated with 2000W of power of more).  They also eliminate scattered light inside the tube from 
suspended dust.  We assume the elevation of the observatory will be at least 2850 meters.  
Atmospheric pressure at that elevation is 10psi.  A 1.5m lens would experience over 27,000 
pounds of force (120,000 N).  To make sure this does not introduce an implosion danger, the 
FEA model is used to calculate a ‘safety factor’ where the peak Von Misses15 stress in the lens is 
compared with the critical (rupture) stress for fused silica, which was assumed to be 50 MPa.   
 
Table 2 below also tabulates the weight, deformation (measured in the Z-direction at the center 
of the lens), the RMS spot size, and the lens birefringence.  For each case, Zemax was used to 
find the new optimal back focus and the peak deformation was added to this to find the true 
change in axial position of the focal plane.  In some cases the back focal length decreased, so the 
change in focus is actually less than the deformation.  The spot diagram calculated by Zemax 
near the edge of the occulting disk is also shown with the Airy disk diameter as a reference.  The 
RMS diameters and spot diagrams are measured after refocusing.  Five lens geometries are 
calculated: two 1m, two 1.4m, and one 1.5m diameter.   
 
The table also shows the coupling of Q and U (linearly-polarized) light to V (circularly-
polarized) light.  This was calculated by taking the square root of the sum of the squares of the 
(4,2) and (4,3) elements of the Mueller matrix.   
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Lens 
Configuration 

Weight 
Kg 

Peak 
Deformation 

µm 

RMS 
Spot 

Size µm 

Spot 
Diagram 

Change in 
Focal 

Plane µm 

Net 
Birefringence 

nm 

Q/U→V 
Coupling 

Safety 
Factor 

ø1.0m x 70mm 
Unstressed 

 
92.8 ---- 4.27 

 
---- ---- ---- ---- 

ø1.0m x 70mm 
@ Zenith 

 
92.8 5.8 4.32 

 
1.8 0.0026 1.4e-5 420 

ø1.0m x 70mm 
@ 30º above 

Horizon 
92.8 2.9 4.28 

 
0.9 0.024 1.0e-4 830 

ø1.0m x 70mm 
@ Zenith 

w/Vacuum 
92.8 342 19.97 

 
123 0.098 5.7e-4 7.3 

ø1.0m x 100mm 
Unstressed 

 
151.2 ---- 4.25 

 
---- ---- ---- ---- 

ø1.0m x 100mm 
@ 30º above 

Horizon 
151.2 1.34 4.25 

 
1.24 0.097 5.0e-4 1100 

ø1.0m x 100mm 
@ Zenith 

w/Vacuum 
151.2 97.5 6.67 

 
90.9 0.31 1.8e-3 21 

ø1.4m x 100mm 
Unstressed 

 
253.5 ---- 5.97 

 
---- ---- ---- ---- 

ø1.4m x 100mm 
@ Zenith 

 
253.5 9.3 6.04 

 
2.5 0.0032 1.9e-5 320 

ø1.4m x 100mm 
@ 30º above 

Horizon 
 

253.5 4.7 6.0 
 

1.3 0.048 2.4e-4 330 
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Lens 
Configuration 

Weight 
 Kg 

Peak 
Deformation 

µm 

RMS 
Spot 

Size µm 

Spot 
Diagram 

Change in 
Focal Plane 

µm 

Net 
Birefringence 

nm 

Q/U→V 
Coupling 

Safety 
Factor 

ø1.4m x 100mm 
@ Zenith 

w/Vacuum 
253.5 380 23.4 

 
120 0.14 8.5e-4 8.2 

ø1.4m x 150mm 
@ Zenith 

w/Vacuum 
433 94.9 7.66 

 
105.6 0.70 4.1e-3 19 

ø1.5m x 150mm 
Unstressed 

422 ---- 7.09 

 

---- ---- ---- ---- 

ø1.4m x 150mm 
@ 30º above 

Horizon 
422 1.5 7.12 

 

0.3 0.014 8.1e-5 240 

ø1.5m x 150mm 
@ Zenith 

 
422 4.8 7.2 

 

1.9 0.013 7.4e-5 450 

ø1.5m x 150mm 
@ Zenith 

w/Vacuum 
422 133 10.8 63 0.35 2.03e-3 17 

 
Table 2: FEA results for different lens configurations and loadings 
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The lens ‘safety factor’ was found to be sensitive to the lens cell design.  Changes in the 
thickness of the outer rubber support ring, which only serves as a radial support, could change 
this factor by 20% or more, particularly in the heavier lenses looking at low angles above the 
horizon.  To avoid FEA ‘hot spots’ dominating the critical stress calculation, each model was 
examined manually for reasonable maximum stress values.  
 
Conclusion 
We find no evidence that gravity-induced stress in a large lens will adversely affect either image 
quality or polarization.  This is true for all of the lens geometries we tested, including apertures 
up to 1.5m.  The same analysis was performed on a model of the Yerkes telescope and no 
degradation of the image quality was found: the ‘Yerkes myth’ that a refractor larger than 1m in 
aperture is impossible seems to be without merit. 
 
When loaded with a vacuum, the thinner lenses (with approximately 15:1 diameter-to-thickness 
aspect ratios) showed significant degradation in the image quality at the edge of the occulting 
disk.  In addition, these lenses had a less than 10:1 safety factor for implosion.  The analysis 
shows that the image quality can be restored to a (near) diffraction-limited performance if the 
aspect ratio of the lens is decreased from 15:1 to approximately 10:1.  The safety factor for the 
thicker lenses also increases to acceptable levels (approximately 20).  The f/5 1.5 meter lens 
shows more distortion at the 10:1 aspect ratio due to the lens being significantly thinner than the 
f/7 lenses at the edges. 
 
Despite their greater strength, thicker lenses have a stress-induced birefringence nearly three 
times higher than in the thinner lenses.  Though the weight and thickness were increased by only 
about 50%, it is important to note that the stress distribution in the thick lenses is much different 
and this accounts for some of this increase.  The level of stress-induced birefringence is still very 
small, and an investigation of the availability of large fused silica blanks16 found that very low 
inclusion and birefringence levels can be obtained.  Thick lenses are possible and will meet the 
COSMO requirements.   
 
It has been suggested that the lens figure could be ground to compensate for the distortion that 
the vacuum might induce.  Though this is quite possible, it makes optical testing of the lens 
during manufacture very difficult.  With the availability of thick lenses this also seems 
unnecessary.  
 
Birefingence proved to be difficult to calculate.  It is very sensitive to the lens cell design (as 
expected), but also varies depending on the mesh size in the FEA model, and other ‘free’ 
parameters in the calculation.  Results could differ by 50% or more.  Despite these difficulties, 
even the worse-case birefringence was a factor of 100 or more below what might be expected 
from annealing in the fused silica.  We conclude that there is no reason to expect that stress-
induced polarization in the primary will be an issue.  
 
                                                 
1 Tomczyk, Steven, “Measurement errors in coronal magnetic field parameters,” COSMO Technical Note No. 1, 
Sept. 2006 
2 Corning standard-grade HPFS 7980 is our glass of choice.  It is made in standard boules of 60” diameter, up to 8” 
thick.  Larger boules would require custom facilities and become too expensive. 
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